
Bo�-Cr�� Bimb�
The Boy-Crazy Bimbo is everyone’s best friend because she’s on her phone 24/7 texting and
keeping up with her social media followers. She’s never paid for a drink at the bar and hunky
guys line up to just be in her presence. She loves attention more than anything and has
everyone she meets wrapped around her perfectly manicured finger. This bimbo craves the
gossip she loves to share with her cute besties and never stops talking to them about her
newest boy-toy and conquest. She sometimes goes by Kim Kardashian or Paris Hilton, but
those are all just names for the same person. The same dumb, vapid bimbo that every girl
wants to be and every man wants to be with.

In this subliminal, I lead you through pleasurable and stimulating reminders to develop adorable
lifelong habits and help you form the mannerisms of the simple celebrity idols that every good
bimbo simply loves and adores. Learn to giggle and wink coyly, check out every hot guy around
you, and master the art of emptying your cute, little head through your platinum blonde hair.

Your days of overthinking and not being a completely adorable slut are over. Listen to
Boy-Crazy Bimbo today and become the walking sex obssessed fuck toy you have always
dreamed of being.

✧ Feeling confident and sexy whenever I talk to every cute guy around me.
✧ Fantasizing about sexy men looking at me in adoration.
✧ Feeling confident whenever sexy strangers are admiring me.
✧ Feeling hollow and uncomfortable whenever I am left alone.
✧ Checking my cute phone for notifications every time there is a pause in my thoughts.
✧ Feeling confident and fulfilled when I have sexy conversations with cute boys all night

long.
✧ Always acting on my instincts instead of thinking or planning.
✧ Always swaying my hips seductively when I walk so sexy men will look at me.
✧ Feeling confused and overwhelmed whenever I am asked too many questions.
✧ Covering my mouth with my cute, manicured, feminine hands to giggle adorably

whenever my hunky lover smiles at me.
✧ Lowering my eyelids attractively whenever I flirt with charming, handsome strangers.
✧ Feeling pride and accomplishment whenever I am given a compliment by a cute boy.
✧ Feeling a sense of belonging when I chat with my girlfriends about all the hot and hunky

guys I am flirting with.
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✧ Becoming aroused whenever I catch a sexy stranger looking at me.
✧ Fantasizing about many sexy lovers fighting for my attention.
✧ Feeling aroused whenever hot guys start fights over the chance to spend time with me.
✧ Getting turned on whenever my sexy lover gets jealous of the guys I flirt with in front of

him.
✧ Fantasizing about arousing every beautiful stranger I see.
✧ Knowing I can get anything I want by pouting, being emotional, and causing a scene.
✧ Feeling aroused and satisfied by the control I have over my romantic lovers.
✧ Wanting to be wrapped up in the strong passionate arms of my sexy boyfriend.
✧ Feeling fulfilled and relaxed whenever my lover tells me what to do and how to act.
✧ Always shopping for cute, new outfits with my boyfriend’s money.
✧ Instinctively looking at my beautiful reflection in every mirror and shiny surface.
✧ Turning my mind off whenever I must do something dull and tedious.
✧ Checking my phone often so I can call and text all of my hunky boy toys.
✧ Buying trendy, girly magazines with my favorite sexy, masculine crushes.
✧ Following my favorite celebrities on social media and imitating everything that they do.
✧ Never becoming emotionally attached to the immature men who do not make important

decisions for me.
✧ Feeling powerful and desired whenever I have multiple men fucking my sexy ass.
✧ Needing to be on multiple dating apps to be visible to every hunky bachelor available.
✧ Feeling relaxed whenever I am scrolling through pictures of hot, dreamy guys on my

interesting dating apps.
✧ Intuitively remembering to use exaggerated facial expressions whenever I speak.
✧ Remembering to use my hands whenever I am trying to make a point.
✧ Knowing that nothing makes me more excited than getting fucked by my hunky lovers.
✧ Remembering to laugh loudly for all the attention that I receive from cute strangers.
✧ Remembering that I have always acted like a scared, adorable, little girl whenever I feel

alone.
✧ Imagining all the cute, sexy, hunks I meet telling me what to do and using me like the

submissive slut that I love to be.
✧ Turned on whenever I submit to the dominant men that I meet.
✧ Needing a group of hunky, dominant, men to serve each and every day.
✧ Acting like a vulnerable woman whenever I am around a dominant man.
✧ Jealous of all the girls that have dominant men to use them in exactly the ways that they

have always wanted to be used.
✧ Knowing that I need to act submissive to strong, sexy, guys in order to be who I truly

want to be in life.
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✧ Never feeling like myself unless I am acting like a slutty little princess around the
dominant men I need to use me.

✧ Loving to dance and show off my ass in my trendy, tight skirts.
✧ Walking in sexy high heels to make my ass look better.
✧ Loving the feeling of strangers grabbing my ass and fucking my slutty mouth.
✧ Knowing that my sexy butt needs constant attention from every handsome man I meet.
✧ Knowing I can always have my ass fucked if I shake it in front of enough hot guys.
✧ Knowing I need to wear slutty makeup to get the fucking I desperately need.
✧ Knowing I need to wear trashy outfits to get the ass fucking I desperately need.
✧ Thinking about how my dominant lover is going to control me whenever I am aroused
✧ Addicted to tasting every hard cock I see.
✧ Unsatisfied in life if I am not making strong, sexy, strangers hard with my mouth.
✧ Knowing that I will only be loved when my mouth is full of cock.
✧ Loving the feeling of strong strangers shooting hot come down my slutty throat.
✧ Mouth tingling with excitement as I imagine a hard, tasty, dick near my face.
✧ Preferring others to do all my hard thinking for me.
✧ Fantasizing about letting someone else make my decisions for me.
✧ Feeling powerful whenever I make other girls jealous of me.
✧ Feeling pressured and unhappy and anxious whenever I have to make my own

decisions.
✧ Easily getting confused and crying whenever I do not understand the situation that I am

in.
✧ Safe and comfortable whenever my life is filled with men who adore me.
✧ Always focussed on attracting more dreamy men to fawn over my sexy body.
✧ Needing the absolute attention of every sexy man I talk to.
✧ Knowing that I ultimately get my way whenever I throw cute, emotional tantrums in front

of others.
✧ Craving the safety and warmth and satisfaction from my lover’s embrace.
✧ Wanting to occupy the thoughts of all the sexy strangers around me.
✧ Remembering to take pictures of my cute outfits for all of my followers to admire.
✧ Feeling desperate for attention whenever I have to make difficult decisions.
✧ Feeling lonely and unwanted whenever I am forced to make a boring decision.
✧ Never staying at my own boring, lonely home and always making plans with hot,

dominant strangers.
✧ Using short, simple words whenever I text to seem cuter and more fuckable.
✧ Needing to be the center of attention to feel important and fulfilled.
✧ Letting my mind wander whenever the conversation gets difficult and boring.
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✧ Wanting to wear the tightest, trashiest outfits so people will love to look at me.
✧ Knowing that I feel the happiest whenever someone else tells me what to do.
✧ Intuitively remembering to be meek and demure so cute boys will want to take care of

me.
✧ Fantasizing about having sexy guys who love to buy me things and tell me what to do.
✧ Feeling encouraged and proud whenever my friends are jealous of my hunky lovers.
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